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What is digital exclusion?
• Digital exclusion involves the unequal access
and capacity to use information and
communication technologies (ICTs) that are
seen as essential to fully participate in society
(Schejter et al 2015). Since the 1970s, the use
of ICTs has spread unevenly and many still
remain digitally excluded (Selwyn 2004,
Dutton et al. 2014).

Background to the problem
• The Internet’s origin have their roots in a military project, the
Semi-Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) program, which
networked country-wide radar systems together for the first
time. This was created around 1958 as part of an attempt to
regain the lead in technology from the Soviet Union which
had recently launched Sputnik.
• The term “Internet” was first used in 1974 to describe a single
global TCP/IP network

• By 1996 usage of the word “Internet” had become
commonplace, and consequently, so had its use as a
reference to the World Wide Web.

Background to the problem (2/3)
• Today almost 1.5 billion people use the Internet. That’s almost
a quarter of the entire world (a lot of people).
• One of the most common uses people have for the Internet is
the World Wide Web. Whenever you say you are “on the
Internet” you are using the World Wide Web.
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Background to the problem (3/3)
• My view:
• I entered nursing in 1977 No computers/internet
• I had my first computer in approximately approx 1987
( no broadband available!!!). Amstrad 1” discs
• Limited ‘joined up computers’ when I entered lecturing in
2000 the NHS used computers but internet use was limited
• Full connectivity in NHS/offices etc when I retired in 2015
(internet skills for employment essential!)
• Full market in broadband! (15 years difference from no IT to
an expectation of being fully competent!)
• Without my own interest in the topic and technology at work,
I would have struggled working with Information technology

3. The extent of the problem
• 5.9 million adults in the UK have never used the internet
• There are 4.1 million adults living in social housing that are offline
• The South East had the highest proportion of recent internet users
(90%) and Northern Ireland was the area with the lowest
proportion (80%)
• 27% of disabled adults (3.3 million) had never used the internet
• Adults aged 16 to 24 years have consistently shown the highest
rates of internet use
• between 75% and 90% of jobs require at least some computer use
• Offline households are missing out on estimated savings of £560
per year from shopping and paying bills.

• ONS 2015, National Housing Federation, The Tinder Foundation

5.I am socially included what can I
expect?
Structure:
I have a computer
I have internet
I can afford the cost
I have the appropriate facilities:
at home/an internet café/relatives/library

I am socially included what can I
expect? (2/3)
Process:

Knowledge
Training
The provider fulfils their role
I fulfil my role (renew the broadband
package/fulfil requirements on the
internet/ remember passwords etc
Balance between the role of the
internet provider and myself as an elderly
Person
Support offered: who/how/what

I am socially included what can I
expect? (3/3)
Outcome:

What would be an acceptable level
of socially included people?
What measurements would you
apply (artefact questions)
What timescales would you
consider reasonable?
Any measures applied must be
achievable.

6. What does it mean for an individual
to be socially excluded?

Spiritual needs

Emotional needs

Psychological needs

basic (safety) needs

What does it mean for an individual to
be socially excluded? (2/3)
• Start at the bottom of the pyramid (basic needs first):
• Benefits: DSS (DWP) rely on people applying through
the computer
• Health needs: NHS systems online surgery systems
• Utilities: cheapest deals on line only available to
internet users
• Psychological needs Communication and email online
newsletters via email
• (Can’t access some social sites (if not online))

What does it mean for an individual to
be socially excluded? (3/3)
• Emotional needs: Facebook groups, Instagram
(pictures) – interest groups, twitter – the
fastest news
• Spiritual needs: belief systems. Cannot access
faith on the web. Religious works are also
online (Bible Gateway).The holy Quran –
complete English text online. Family History:
The hobby has a vast internet section and
resource – accessed through BMD online etc.

From Exclusion to inclusion
• Tackle the reasons why people are digitally excluded
• Reasons for households not having internet access at home,
age 65+ Don't need internet (not useful, not interesting, etc.)
• Lack of skills
• [Have access to the internet elsewhere]
• Other reason
• Equipment costs too high
• Access costs too high (telephone, broadband subscription)
• Privacy or security concerns
• Physical or sensorial disability
• Base: Households in Great Britain without internet access.
Source: Office for National Statistics,

From Exclusion to inclusion (2/3)
• From my perspective there are three main
reasons
• Structural: Put the infrastructure in place that
relevant to a pensioner e.g. simple computer
programmes,
• consider subsidy where necessary to ensure
pensioners can afford to engage
• Consider access to community digital champions
with specialised skills to help the elderly!

From Exclusion to inclusion
• Process issues
• Should we be more concerned about privacy
issues do the elderly people actually have a
point? We need to engage more fully
• Short-term: Access to training / removing fear /
asking older people to take ownership – is there a
role for the U3a in all of this?
• Long-term changing attitudes – don’t
discriminate against older people while society in
general catches up with new technology

From Exclusion to inclusion
• Outcome issues
• Fundamentally – don’t leave groups of people
out! Don’t marginalise! Because someone is
not in employment or productive in the
economic sense of the word doesn’t mean
they are not valuable to society.
• Keep campaigning for equality in IT.
• Solve the inequality and you are likely to solve
the digital divide

Summary
• Four assumptions underpinning this presentation
• 1. Older people have a right to expect to be
involved where that wish exists
• 2. Older people have a right to access the
benefits of technology whether or not they use it
• 3. Society need to take the issue of social
exclusion seriously. Not to do so may result in
harm to certain groups.
• 4. Older people are valuable to society and can
utilise IT to further demonstrate that value.

Further information available on the Age UK
website

Digital Inclusion Evidence Review 2018

https://www.ageuk.org.uk/globalassets/ag
e-uk/documents/reports-andpublications/age_uk_digital_inclusion_evi
dence_review_2018.pdf [accessed on the
1-10-19]

